


This year marks the 47th anniversary of TL at Home. That’s almost five decades of history, expertise and dedication to 

our business and, most of all, our valued customers.There is much to celebrate as we reflect on our roots, build on our 

successes and embrace new beginnings in our forever-changed world. 

BARRINGTON PAPAYA 

PALOMA 

LOUISA LINEN 

LUNA 

Legacy. Quality. Service. 

LEGACY 
 

Originally known as “Traditions” when it first 

opened its doors in 1974 by industry icon 

Pamela Kline, TL at Home is a second gener-

ation family owned and operated company 

that is a proven and steadfast source of lux-

ury linens to designers, retailers, the hospi-

tality trade and consumers alike. 

 

At the company’s helm as president for the 

past 19 years and owner + creative director 

since 2012, Shari Kline (daughter-in-law to 

Pamela) has consistently grown the business 

while adeptly evolving its luxury linens 

product offerings and customer service to 

the specific style preferences and unique 

needs of today’s customers. 

 

QUALITY 
 

Made from the finest fibers and fabrications 

and to the highest standards, our complete 

collection - bedding linens, bath ensembles 

and accessories - is tailored to a range of 

customers, including brick-and-mortar re-

tailers, e-commerce sites, upstairs catalogs, 

the interior design + decorator community, 

hospitality properties and more. 

 

We operate a cut-and-sew facility at our 

Claverack, NY headquarters, that is fully 

staffed with expert sewists, to serve our sig-

nificant custom-order business. And our on-

site warehouse is always well-stocked with 

our most current and popular European lin-

ens. 

SERVICE 
 

Customization is core to our customer ser-

vice. We understand the heightened need 

for more personalized products, which is 

why our custom-order business can handle 

a wide assortment of customer requests. 

That includes COM (customer owned mate-

rial), and much more. 

 

Reliable delivery is another point of differ-

entiation for TL at Home. We’ve recently 

accelerated our shipping times to 48 hours 

for in-stock orders AND just 3-4 weeks for 

custom orders (made from our extensive in-

house line of fashion fabrics). 

 

And best of all, at TL at Home we live up to 

our ethos: Everything we offer is “Made with 

LOVE.” 

We take great pride in the three pillars that define TL at Home: 



BARRINGTON Slightly open weaved and heathered colors from the blended fibers. 8 colorway 

  options. Available by the yard, and made up as duvet covers, bed skirts, shams and 

  decorative pillows.   

PALOMA Printed on a charcoal ground and featuring a range of colors to play with. Available 

  by the yard, and made up as duvet covers, bed skirts, shams and decorative pillows 

LOUISA  Stonewashed and available as coverlets in Twin, Full/Queen and King  sizes.   

  Matching shams also available in Standard, King, Euro and Dutch. Available in 

  White, Ivory, Linen, Mist, Navy and Grey. White, Ivory, Mist, Navy and Grey consist 

  of 100% Egyptian Cotton. Linen consists of 89% Egyptian Cotton and 11% Pure   

  Linen.  

LUNA  400 TC sheeting with linen applications available in Tawny, Natural, and Mist     

  Available as duvet covers, shams, flat sheets, fitted sheets, and cases.  

BARRINGTON PAPAYA 

PALOMA 

LOUISA LINEN 

LUNA 



BARRINGTON Slightly open weaved and heathered colors from the blended fibers. 8 colorway 

  options. Available by the yard, and made up as duvet covers, bed skirts, shams and 

  decorative pillows.   

HAYES  Fun printed linen with a retro pop and full of great color and energy.  Available by 

  the yard, and made up as duvet covers, bed skirts, shams and decorative pillows 

LOUISA  Stonewashed and available as coverlets in Twin, Full/Queen and King  sizes.   

  Matching shams also available in Standard, King, Euro and Dutch. Available in 

  White, Ivory, Linen, Mist, Navy and Grey. White, Ivory, Mist, Navy and Grey consist 

  of 100% Egyptian Cotton. Linen consists of 89% Egyptian Cotton and 11% Pure   

  Linen.  

MEGHAN 400 TC sheeting with an elegant and classic hemstitching in a double band always 

  makes an elegant statement. Available as duvet covers, shams, flat sheets, fitted 

  sheets, and cases.   

BARRINGTON HONEY 

HAYES 

LOUISA IVORY 

MEGHAN 



BARRINGTON Slightly open weaved and heathered colors from the blended fibers. 8 colorway 

  options. Available by the yard, and made up as duvet covers, bed skirts, shams and 

  decorative pillows.   

CAMP  Stonewashed multi-colored striped pattern 100% linen. Available as a Throw, or 

  Twin, Full/Queen and King sized blankets. Available in Navy, Sunset, Lake and   

  Charcoal. 

CLARE  Stonewashed and available as coverlets in Twin, Full/Queen and King sizes.   

  Matching shams also available in Standard, King, Euro and Dutch.  Available in 

  White, Linen, Earth. White and Earth consist of 100% Egyptian Cotton. Linen      

  consists of 89% Egyptian Cotton and 11% Pure Linen.  

PISA  400 TC sheeting with an application of a sun washed linen stripe in Natural and 

  Ivory. Available as duvet covers, shams, flat sheets, fitted sheets, and cases.   

BARRINGTON SPA 

CAMP LAKE 

CLARE LINEN 

PISA 



BLOSSOM Beautiful embroidery on a cotton/poly soft white ground. 100% cotton natural linen 

  embroidery featuring an undulating line. Available by the yard, or made up as   

  shams and decorative pillows.   

OAKLEY Light and soft floral with gorgeous painterly qualities on printed cotton. Available 

  by the yard, and made up as duvet covers, bed skirts, shams and decorative pillows.  

BLAIR  Stonewashed features an all over diamond designs and tailored hem.  Available as 

  coverlets in Twin, Full/Queen and King sizes.  Matching shams  also available in 

  Standard, King, Euro and Dutch.  Available in White, Linen, Ivory. White and Ivory 

  consist of 100% Egyptian Cotton. Linen consists of 89% Egyptian Cotton and 11% 

  Pure Linen.  

DIOLINDA 400 TC sheeting featuring an application of a pique textured linen. Available as     

  duvet covers, shams, flat sheets, fitted sheets, and cases.   

BLOSSOM 

OAKLEY 

BLAIR LINEN 

DIOLINDA 



BROOKLYN Buttery soft chenille style velvet featuring a gorgeous heathered weave for added 

  depth. 7 colorway options. Available by the yard, and made up as duvet covers, bed 

  skirts, shams and decorative pillows.   

FIRENZA Traditional print reimagined in rich colors on printed cotton linen. Available by 

  yard, and made up as duvet covers, bed skirts, shams and decorative pillows.  

WHITNEY Stonewashed lightweight cotton that features an all over medallion design and a light

  weight touch. Available as coverlets in Twin, Full/Queen and King sizes. Matching 

  shams also available in Standard, King, Euro and Dutch.  Available in White, Ivory, 

  Grey. 

LAURA  400 TC sheeting features a double band of contrast colored sateen. Available as 

  duvet covers, shams, flat sheets, fitted sheets, and cases.   

BROOKLYN SAPPHIRE 

FIRENZA 

WHITNEY GREY 

LAURA 



BROOKLYN Buttery soft chenille style velvet featuring a gorgeous heathered weave for added 

  depth. 7 colorway options. Available by the yard, and made up as duvet covers, bed 

  skirts, shams and decorative pillows.   

MAGGIE Oversized print on a linen viscose ground in soft pastels. Available by the yard, and 

  made up as duvet covers, bed skirts, shams and decorative pillows.  

ALEXA  Stonewashed that reverses to our 100% cotton Kashmina blanket.  Available as 

  coverlets in Twin, Full/Queen and King sizes.  Matching shams also available in 

  Standard, King, Euro and Dutch. Available in White, Linen, Ivory . White and Ivory 

  consist of 100% Cotton. Linen consists of 89% Cotton and 11% Pure Linen. 

ARLESIENNE 400 TC sheeting featuring an application of our Arlesienne Linen trim, this design 

  offers an amazingly simple yet sophisticated look. Available as duvet covers, shams, 

  flat sheets, fitted sheets, and cases. Available with Linen or Ivory trim. 

BROOKLYN BLUSH 

MAGGIE 

ALEXA IVORY 

ARLESIENNE 



CARLA   Woven from poly and acrylic with a touch of cotton. 5 colorway options. Available 

  by the yard, and made up as duvet covers, bed skirts, shams and decorative pillows.   

DAMARA  Whimsical paisley printed on linen viscose cloth.   Available by the yard, and made 

  up as duvet covers, bed skirts, shams and decorative pillows.  

LOUISA  Stonewashed and available as coverlets in Twin, Full/Queen and King  sizes.   

  Matching shams also available in Standard, King, Euro and Dutch. Available in 

  White, Ivory, Linen, Mist, Navy and Grey. White, Ivory, Mist, Navy and Grey consist 

  of 100% Egyptian Cotton. Linen consists of 89% Egyptian Cotton and 11% Pure   

  Linen.  

FIONA  400 TC sheeting features four embroidered lines. For this pattern, you’ll choose 

  one color for the two outer lines and another for the two inner lines. Available as 

  duvet covers, shams, flat sheets, fitted sheets, and cases.   

CARLA SEAFOAM 

DAMARA 

LOUISA IVORY  

FIONA 



DAMARA Whimsical paisley printed on linen viscose cloth.   Available by the yard, and made 

  up as duvet covers, bed skirts, shams and decorative pillows.  

SACHA  Stonewashed cotton thermal weave. Available as Throws and Blankets in  

  Twin, Full/Queen and King sizes. Available in Sand, Ivory, Truffle and Charcoal. 

LOUISA  Stonewashed and available as coverlets in Twin, Full/Queen and King  sizes.   

  Matching shams also available in Standard, King, Euro and Dutch. Available in 

  White, Ivory, Linen, Mist, Navy and Grey. White, Ivory, Mist, Navy and Grey consist 

  of 100% Egyptian Cotton. Linen consists of 89% Egyptian Cotton and 11% Pure   

  Linen.  

GEMMA 400 TC sheeting with delicate ombre embroidery in blue or taupe. Available as 

  duvet covers, shams, flat  sheets, fitted sheets, and cases. . 

DAMARA 

SACHA TRUFFLE 

LOUISA LINEN 

GEMMA  



DIGBY BLUSH 100% cotton with watercolor floral .  Available by the yard, and made up as  

  duvet covers, bed skirts, shams and decorative pillows.   

BROOKLYN Buttery soft chenille style velvet featuring a gorgeous heathered weave for added 

  depth. 7 colorway options. Available by the yard, and made up as duvet covers, bed 

  skirts, shams and decorative pillows.   

COUTURE Stonewashed cotton with stylized chrysanthemum design and tiny corded hem.  

  Available as coverlets in Twin, F/Q and King sizes. Matching shams available in 

  Standard, King, Euro and Dutch. In White, Cream, and Grey.   

STELLA  400 TC sheeting featuring an application of textured linen finished by hand with a 

  raw edge detailing  Available as duvet covers, shams, flat sheets, fitted sheets, and 

  cases. Available with Tawny or Mist trim. 

DIGBY BLUSH 

BROOKLYN BLUSH 

COUTURE CREAM 

STELLA 



DIGBY HAZE 100% cotton with a watercolor floral print.  Available by the yard, and made up as 

  duvet covers, bed skirts, shams and decorative pillows.   

VELVET  Stunning silk and rayon vintage velvet in 18 colorway options. Available by the yard, 

  or made up as duvet covers, blankets, throws, bed skirts, shams and decorative 

  pillows.  

TRACEY Stonewashed cotton featuring an all over dot design.  Available as coverlets in 

  Twin, Full/Queen and King sizes.  Matching shams also available in Standard, King, 

  Euro and Dutch. Available in White, Navy,  Sage, Teal, Seaglass.  

STELLA  400 TC sheeting featuring an application of textured linen finished by hand with a 

  raw edge detailing  Available as duvet covers, shams, flat sheets, fitted sheets, and 

  cases. Available with Tawny or Mist trim. 

DIGBY HAZE 

VINTAGE VELVET  COBALT 

TRACEY SEAGLASS 

STELLA 



DUNE WALK  Blended from cotton and linen with beautiful texture and simplicity. Available 

  by the yard, or made up as duvet covers, bed skirts, shams and decorative            

  pillows.   

JOURNEY Stonewashed woven cotton with a faded stripe detail. Available as blankets in Twin, 

  Full/Queen and King sizes.  

LOUISA  Stonewashed and available as coverlets in Twin, Full/Queen and King  sizes.   

  Matching shams also available in Standard, King, Euro and Dutch. Available in 

  White, Ivory, Linen, Mist, Navy and Grey. White, Ivory, Mist, Navy and Grey consist 

  of 100% Egyptian Cotton. Linen consists of 89% Egyptian Cotton and 11% Pure   

  Linen.  

CORTINA 400 TC sheeting features a crisp application of blue linen trim . Available as  

  duvet covers, shams, flat sheets, fitted sheets, and cases.   

DUNE WALK 

JOURNEY 

LOUISA MIST 

CORTINA 



ELLA   Printed linen in deep greens and blues.  Available by the yard, and made up as 

  duvet covers, bed skirts, shams and decorative pillows.   

BROOKLYN Buttery soft chenille style velvet featuring a gorgeous heathered weave for added 

  depth. 7 colorway options. Available by the yard, and made up as duvet covers, bed 

  skirts, shams and decorative pillows.   

TRACEY Stonewashed cotton featuring an all over dot design.  Available as coverlets in 

  Twin, Full/Queen and King sizes.  Matching shams also available in Standard, King, 

  Euro and Dutch. Available in White, Navy,  Sage, Teal, Seaglass.  

RENATA 400 TC sheeting that combines two color bands of sateen in a unique application. 

  Available as duvet covers, shams, flat sheets, fitted sheets, and cases.   

ELLA 

BROOKLYN SAPPHIRE 

TRACEY SAGE 

RENATA 



EVELYN  Elegantly printed blues on 100% linen ground. Available by the yard, and made up 

  as duvet covers, bed skirts, shams and decorative pillows.   

VELVET  Stunning silk and rayon vintage velvet in 18 colorway options. Available by the yard, 

  or made up as duvet covers, blankets, throws, bed skirts, shams and decorative 

  pillows.  

LOUISA  Stonewashed and available as coverlets in Twin, Full/Queen and King  sizes.   

  Matching shams also available in Standard, King, Euro and Dutch. Available in 

  White, Ivory, Linen, Mist, Navy and Grey. White, Ivory, Mist, Navy and Grey consist 

  of 100% Egyptian Cotton. Linen consists of 89% Egyptian Cotton and 11% Pure   

  Linen.  

OLIVIA  400 TC sheeting featuring undulating embroidered lines made up of tiny dots.  

  Available as duvet covers, shams, flat sheets, fitted sheets, and cases.   

EVELYN 

VINTAGE VELVET  MIST 

LOUISA WHITE 

OLIVIA 



EZRA SEAGLASSPrinted on 100% linen, Ezra is reminiscent of a carpet design. Available by  

  the yard, and made up as duvet covers, bed skirts, shams and decorative pillows.   

VELVET  Stunning silk and rayon vintage velvet in 18 colorway options. Available by the yard, 

  or made up as duvet covers, blankets, throws, bed skirts, shams and decorative 

  pillows.  

WHITNEY Stonewashed lightweight cotton that features an all over medallion design and a light

  weight touch. Available as coverlets in Twin, Full/Queen and King sizes. Matching 

  shams also available in Standard, King, Euro and Dutch.  Available in White, Ivory, 

  Grey. 

RUSTICO 400 TC sheeting features an application of linen trimming. Available as  

  duvet covers, shams, flat sheets, fitted sheets, and cases.   

EZRA  SEAGLASS 

VINTAGE VELVET  BLUE GREEN 

WHITNEY GREY 

RUSTICO 



EZRA ASH  Printed on 100% linen ground in greys reminiscent of a carpet design. Available 

  by the yard, or made up as duvet covers, bed skirts, shams and decorative pillows.   

SACHA  Stonewashed cotton thermal weave. Available as Throws and Blankets in  

  Twin, Full/Queen and King sizes. Available in Sand, Ivory, Truffle and Charcoal. 

ALEXA  Stonewashed that reverses to our 100% cotton Kashmina blanket.  Available as 

  coverlets in Twin, Full/Queen and King sizes.  Matching shams also available in 

  Standard, King, Euro and Dutch. Available in White, Linen, Ivory . White and Ivory 

  consist of 100% Cotton. Linen consists of 89% Cotton and 11% Pure Linen. 

RILEY  280 TC printed cotton stripe made from dots in Taupe or Charcoal.  This pattern is s

  stocked for quick shipping. Available as sheet sets and pillowcase pairs. 

EZRA  ASH 

SACHA IVORY 

ALEXA LINEN 

RILEY 



FIRENZA Traditional print reimagined in rich colors on a cotton linen ground cloth. Available 

  by the yard, and made up as duvet covers, bed skirts, shams and decorative pillows.  

VELVET  Stunning silk and rayon vintage velvet in 18 colorway options. Available by the yard, 

  or made up as duvet covers, blankets, throws, bed skirts, shams and decorative 

  pillows.  

LOUISA  Stonewashed and available as coverlets in Twin, Full/Queen and King  sizes.   

  Matching shams also available in Standard, King, Euro and Dutch. Available in 

  White, Ivory, Linen, Mist, Navy and Grey. White, Ivory, Mist, Navy and Grey consist 

  of 100% Egyptian Cotton. Linen consists of 89% Egyptian Cotton and 11% Pure   

  Linen.  

VIENNA 400 TC sheeting features an application of herringbone trim in black and taupe 

  Available as duvet covers, shams, flat sheets, fitted sheets, and cases.   

FIRENZA 

VINTAGE VELVET  CIDER 

LOUISA IVORY 

VIENNA 



GRANGER Linen with skip stitched embroidered stripes. Available by the yard, or made up as 

  duvet covers, bed skirts, shams and decorative pillows.  

CAMP  Stonewashed multi-colored striped pattern 100% linen. Stocked as a Throw, or 

  Twin, Full/Queen and King sized Blankets. Can be made up into duvets, shams and 

  decorative pillows.  Available in Navy, Sunset, Lake and Charcoal. 

LOUISA  Stonewashed and available as coverlets in Twin, Full/Queen and King  sizes.   

  Matching shams also available in Standard, King, Euro and Dutch. Available in 

  White, Ivory, Linen, Mist, Navy and Grey. White, Ivory, Mist, Navy and Grey consist 

  of 100% Egyptian Cotton. Linen consists of 89% Egyptian Cotton and 11% Pure   

  Linen.  

ASPEN  400 TC sheeting pattern with unique double flange construction that. Available as 

  duvet covers, shams, flat sheets, fitted sheets, and cases.   

GRANGER 

CAMP SUNSET 

LOUISA LINEN 

ASPEN 



HAYES  Fun printed linen with a retro pop full of great color and energy.  Available by 

  the yard, and made up as duvet covers, bed skirts, shams and decorative pillows 

VELVET  Stunning silk and rayon vintage velvet in 18 colorway options. Available by the yard, 

  or made up as duvet covers, blankets, throws, bed skirts, shams and decorative 

  pillows.  

HUDSON Stonewashed that features a grain like pattern finished with an application of raw 

  linen at the outside edges. Available as an OS Throw, or Coverlets in Twin, Full/

  Queen and King sizes. Matching shams also available in Standard, King, Euro and 

  Dutch.  Available in White and Natural Linen. White consist of  100% cotton. Linen 

  consists of 75% cotton and 25% Pure Linen.   

FLORENCE  400 TC sheeting composed of 93% Cotton and 7% Cashmere. This is one of our 

  stocked sheeting options. Available as duvet covers, shams, sheet sets and pillow

  case pairs. 

HAYES 

VINTAGE VELVET  COCOA 

HUDSON 

FLORENCE 



HAZEL  Printed linen that offers a painterly approach with trend colors. Available by the 

  yard, and made up as duvet covers, bed skirts, shams and decorative pillows 

VELVET  Stunning silk and rayon vintage velvet in 18 colorway options. Available by the yard, 

  or made up as duvet covers, blankets, throws, bed skirts, shams and decorative 

  pillows.  

LOUISA  Stonewashed and available as coverlets in Twin, Full/Queen and King  sizes.   

  Matching shams also available in Standard, King, Euro and Dutch. Available in 

  White, Ivory, Linen, Mist, Navy and Grey. White, Ivory, Mist, Navy and Grey consist 

  of 100% Egyptian Cotton. Linen consists of 89% Egyptian Cotton and 11% Pure   

  Linen.  

SERENA 400 TC sheeting featuring a unique application of  two colored bands of sateen. 

  Available as duvet covers, shams, flat sheets, fitted sheets, and cases.   

HAZEL 

VINTAGE VELVET  DARK TEAL 

LOUISA IVORY 

SERENA 



HENRY   Subtly woven in blues and charcoal with gorgeous depth of color. Available by the

  yard, and made up as duvet covers, bed skirts, shams and decorative pillows.  

BROOKLYN Buttery soft chenille style velvet featuring a gorgeous heathered weave for added 

  depth. 7 colorway options. Available by the yard, and made up as duvet covers, bed 

  skirts, shams and decorative pillows.   

WHITNEY Stonewashed lightweight cotton that features an all over medallion design and a light

  weight touch. Available as coverlets in Twin, Full/Queen and King sizes. Matching 

  shams also available in Standard, King, Euro and Dutch.  Available in White, Ivory, 

  Grey. 

KELSEY  400 TC sheeting features two embroidered lines for the classic hotel look.   

  Available as duvet covers, shams, flat sheets, fitted sheets, and cases.    

HENRY 

BROOKYLN MIST 

WHITNEY IVORY 

KELSEY 



JAYDEN  Medallion print on cotton in soft bedroom tones. Available by the yard, and  

  made up as duvet covers, bed skirts, shams and decorative pillows.  

KASHMINA Pure 100% cotton woven blanket that’s been brushed to a high loft on both  

  sides for ultimate softness and warmth. Available as Twin, Queen, and  

  King Blankets in White or Ivory. 

LOUISA  Stonewashed and available as coverlets in Twin, Full/Queen and King  sizes.   

  Matching shams also available in Standard, King, Euro and Dutch. Available in 

  White, Ivory, Linen, Mist, Navy and Grey. White, Ivory, Mist, Navy and Grey consist 

  of 100% Egyptian Cotton. Linen consists of 89% Egyptian Cotton and 11% Pure   

  Linen.  

CHARLIE 400 TC sheeting with an application of sateen in your choice of color. Available as 

  duvet covers, shams, flat sheets, fitted sheets, and cases.   

JAYDEN  DOVE 

KASHMINA IVORY 

LOUISA MIST 

CHARLIE 



LINEN BURLAP 100% linen version of burlap for fabulous texture.   Available by  the yard, and made 

  up as duvet covers, bed skirts, shams and decorative pillows.  

LINDSEY Stonewashed 100% linen in natural and charcoal tones woven into a variegated 

  stripe.  Stocked as Throws and Blankets in Twin, F/Q, and King sizes.  Also available 

  to make up as duvets, shams and decorative pillows.    

TRACEY Stonewashed cotton featuring an all over dot design.  Available as coverlets in 

  Twin, Full/Queen and King sizes.  Matching shams also available in Standard, King, 

  Euro and Dutch. Available in White, Navy,  Sage, Teal, Seaglass.  

STANDARD 400 TC Egyptian cotton percale with easy care and a super soft hand. This is one of 

  our stocked sheeting options. Available as duvet covers, shams, flat sheets, fitted 

  sheets, and cases.    

LINEN BURLAP 

LINDSEY 

TRACEY NAVY 

STANDARD 



MAGGIE Oversized floral pastel print on a linen viscose ground. Available by the yard, and 

  made up as duvet covers, bed skirts, shams and decorative pillows.  

TUSCANY Pure linen, washed, and available in 11 colorways. Available by the yard, and made 

  up as duvet covers, bed skirts, shams and decorative pillows.  

COUTURE Stonewashed cotton with stylized chrysanthemum design and tiny corded hem.  

  Available as coverlets in Twin, F/Q and King sizes. Matching shams available in 

  Standard, King, Euro and Dutch. In White, Cream, and Grey.   

SOHO  400 TC pattern featuring a narrow band of contrast colored sateen. Available as 

  duvets cover, shams, flat sheets, fitted sheets, and cases.   

MAGGIE 

TUSCANY OCEAN 

COUTURE  CREAM 

SOHO 



MARY FRANCIS Traditionally elegant floral on linen rayon ground. Available by the yard, or made up 

  as duvet covers, bed skirts, shams and decorative pillows.  

SACHA  Stonewashed cotton thermal weave blanket. Available as Throws and Blankets in 

  Twin, Full/Queen and King sizes. Available in Sand, Ivory, Truffle and Charcoal. 

LOUISA  Stonewashed and available as coverlets in Twin, Full/Queen and King  sizes.   

  Matching shams also available in Standard, King, Euro and Dutch. Available in 

  White, Ivory, Linen, Mist, Navy and Grey. White, Ivory, Mist, Navy and Grey consist 

  of 100% Egyptian Cotton. Linen consists of 89% Egyptian Cotton and 11% Pure   

  Linen.  

DAKOTA 400 TC finished with classic European styling. The 2 inch flanges and hemstitch 

  detailing are the hallmarks of this beauty. Available as duvet cover, shams, flat 

  sheets,  fitted sheets, and cases.   

MARY FRANCIS 

SACHA TRUFFLE 

LOUISA IVORY 

DAKOTA 



MIMI LINEN Taken from a rug design this updated transitional design in blues and greens on a 

  natural  linen viscose ground. Available by the yard, and made up as duvet covers, 

  bed skirts, shams and decorative pillows.  

VELVET  Stunning silk and rayon vintage velvet in 18 colorway options. Available by the yard, 

  or made up as duvet covers, blankets, throws, bed skirts, shams and decorative 

  pillows.  

LOUISA  Stonewashed and available as coverlets in Twin, Full/Queen and King  sizes.   

  Matching shams also available in Standard, King, Euro and Dutch. Available in 

  White, Ivory, Linen, Mist, Navy and Grey. White, Ivory, Mist, Navy and Grey consist 

  of 100% Egyptian Cotton. Linen consists of 89% Egyptian Cotton and 11% Pure   

  Linen.  

COLLETTE 400 TC that features an application of interlocking bands of color for an updated 

  modern look.  Available as duvet covers, shams, flat sheets, fitted sheets, and cases.   

MIMI LINEN 

VINTAGE VELVET  MOSS 

LOUISA NAVY 

COLLETTE 



MIMI MINERAL Taken from a rug design this updated transitional design in neutral tones on a 

  pale blue  linen viscose ground. Available by the yard, and made up as duvet covers, 

  bed skirts, shams and decorative pillows.  

CATALINA Stonewashed  pure 100% linen. Available as Twin, Full/Queen, and King Blankets in 

  Ivory or Natural Linen 

TRACEY Stonewashed cotton featuring an all over dot design.  Available as coverlets in 

  Twin, Full/Queen and King sizes.  Matching shams also available in Standard, King, 

  Euro and Dutch. Available in White, Navy,  Sage, Teal, Seaglass.  

ARLESIENNE 400 TC sheeting featuring an application of linen trim,  this design is amazingly 

  simple while being totally sophisticated. Available as duvet covers, shams,  

  flat sheets, fitted sheets, and cases. Available with Ivory or Natural Linen trim. 

MIMI MINERAL 

CATALINA IVORY 

TRACEY SEAGLASS 

ARLESIENNE 



NOAH   Noah is a rich mélange of colors in a cotton poly weave. Offered  in Atlantic and 

  Sand. Available by the yard, and made up as duvet covers, bed skirts, shams and 

  decorative pillows.  

JOURNEY Stonewashed cotton blanket with subtle stripe detail.  Stocked as Blankets in Twin, 

  Full/Queen and King sizes.  

LOUISA  Stonewashed and available as coverlets in Twin, Full/Queen and King  sizes.   

  Matching shams also available in Standard, King, Euro and Dutch. Available in 

  White, Ivory, Linen, Mist, Navy and Grey. White, Ivory, Mist, Navy and Grey consist 

  of 100% Egyptian Cotton. Linen consists of 89% Egyptian Cotton and 11% Pure   

  Linen.  

DUNE  400 TC featuring a double flange design finished with contrast thread. Available 

  as duvet covers, shams, flat sheets, fitted sheets, and cases.   

NOAH ATLANTIC 

JOURNEY 

LOUISA NAVY 

DUNE 



NOAH  Noah is a rich mélange of colors in a cotton poly weave. Offered  in Atlantic and 

  Sand. Available by the yard, and made up as duvet covers, bed skirts, shams and 

  decorative pillows.  

CAMP  Stonewashed multi-colored stripe woven from 100% linen. Stocked as a Throw, or 

  Blankets in Twin, Full/Queen and King size.  Also available to make up as duvet,

  shams and decorative pillows. Available in Navy, Sunset, Lake and  Charcoal. 

CLARE  Stonewashed and available as coverlets in Twin, Full/Queen and King sizes.   

  Matching shams also available in Standard, King, Euro and Dutch.  Available in 

  White, Linen, Earth. White and Earth consist of 100% Egyptian Cotton. Linen      

  consists of 89% Egyptian Cotton and 11% Pure Linen.  

FLORENCE  400 TC sheeting composed of 93% Cotton and 7% Cashmere. This is one of our 

  stocked sheeting options. Available as duvet covers, shams, sheet sets, and pillow

  case pairs 

NOAH SAND 

CAMP CHARCOAL 

CLARE LINEN 

FLORENCE 



OAKLEY Light and soft floral with gorgeous painterly qualities printed on cotton. Available 

  by the yard, and made up as duvet covers, bed skirts, shams and decorative pillows.  

VELVET  Stunning silk and rayon vintage velvet in 18 colorway options. Available by the yard, 

  or made up as duvet covers, blankets, throws, bed skirts, shams and decorative 

  pillows.  

COUTURE Stonewashed cotton with stylized chrysanthemum design and tiny corded hem.  

  Available as coverlets in Twin, F/Q and King sizes. Matching shams available in 

  Standard, King, Euro and Dutch. In White, Cream, and Grey.   

CORTINA 400 TC sheeting features a crisp application of a tiny blue check linen trim for a 

  tailored classic look . Available as  duvet covers, shams, flat sheets, fitted sheets, 

  and cases.   

OAKLEY 

VINTAGE VELVET MIST 

COUTURE WHITE 

CORTINA 



PALOMA Printed on a charcoal ground and features a spectacular range of colors. Available 

  by the yard, and made up as duvet covers, bed skirts, shams and decorative pillows 

BARRINGTON Slightly open weave and heathered colors from the blended fibers. 8 colorway 

  options. Available by the yard, and made up as duvet covers, bed skirts, shams and 

  decorative pillows.   

LOUISA  Stonewashed and available as coverlets in Twin, Full/Queen and King  sizes.   

  Matching shams also available in Standard, King, Euro and Dutch. Available in 

  White, Ivory, Linen, Mist, Navy and Grey. White, Ivory, Mist, Navy and Grey consist 

  of 100% Egyptian Cotton. Linen consists of 89% Egyptian Cotton and 11% Pure   

  Linen.  

GEMMA 400 TC sheeting with delicate embroidery in blue or taupe ombre.   Available as 

  duvet covers, shams, flat sheets, fitted sheets, and cases.  

PALOMA 

BARRINGTON HONEY 

LOUISA LINEN 

GEMMA 



PARKER Traditional updated plaid woven from cotton in taupes and greys. Available by the 

  yard, and made up as duvet covers, bed skirts, shams and decorative pillows 

TUSCANY Pure linen and available in 11 colorways. Available by the yard, and made up as 

  duvet covers, bed skirts, shams and decorative pillows.  

WHITNEY Stonewashed lightweight cotton that features an all over medallion design and a light

  weight touch. Available as coverlets in Twin, Full/Queen and King sizes. Matching 

  shams also available in Standard, King, Euro and Dutch.  Available in White, Ivory, 

  Grey. 

DAKOTA 400 TC finished with classic European styling. The 2 inch flanges and hemstitch 

  detailing are the hallmarks of this beauty. Available as duvet cover, shams, flat 

  sheets,  fitted sheets, and cases.   

PARKER 

TUSCANY MALT 

WHITNEY FEATHER GREY 

DAKOTA 



SALISBURY Melanged woven with a rich grey toned colorway. Available by the yard, and 

  made up as duvet covers, bed skirts, shams and decorative pillows 

CATALINA Stonewashed and 100% linen. Available as Twin, Full/Queen, and King Blankets in 

  Ivory or Natural Linen. 

FLYNN  Stonewashed coverlet featuring an all over basket weave and tailored hem.  

  Available as coverlets in Twin, Full/Queen and King sizes.  Matching shams  

  available in Standard, King, Euro and Dutch.  Available in White and Linen.  

FIONA  400 TC sheeting features four embroidered lines. For this pattern, you’ll choose 

  one color for the two outer lines and another for the two inner lines. Available as 

  duvet covers, shams, flat sheets, fitted sheets, and cases.   

SALISBURY 

CATALINA IVORY 

FLYNN LINEN 

DAKOTA 



SKYLAR BLUSH Printed floral on soft linen with gorgeous coloration. Available by the yard, and 

  made up as duvet covers, bed skirts, shams and decorative pillows 

VELVET  Stunning silk and rayon vintage velvet in 18 colorway options. Available by the yard, 

  or made up as duvet covers, blankets, throws, bed skirts, shams and decorative 

  pillows.  

COUTURE Stonewashed cotton coverlet in stylized chrysanthemum design with tiny corded 

  hem.  Available as coverlets in Twin, F/Q and King sizes. Matching shams available in 

  Standard, King, Euro and Dutch. In White, Cream, and Grey.   

MEGHAN 400 TC sheeting with an elegant and classic double hemstitching.  Available as duvet 

  covers, shams, flat sheets, fitted sheets, and cases in any of our sateen or percales.   

SKYLER BLUSH 

VINTAGE VELVET ROSE 

COUTURE CREAM 

MEGHAN 



SKYLAR GREY Printed linen depicting soft florals in gorgeous color combination.  Available by the 

  yard, and made up as duvet covers, bed skirts, shams and decorative pillows 

VELVET  Stunning silk and rayon vintage velvet in 18 colorway options. Available by the yard, 

  or made up as duvet covers, blankets, throws, bed skirts, shams and decorative 

  pillows.  

BLAIR  Stonewashed coverlet with tailored hem and classic diamond design.  Available in 

  Twin, Full/Queen and King sizes.  Matching shams available in Standard, King, Euro 

  and Dutch.  Available in White, Linen, Ivory.  

CHARLIE 400 TC sheeting that features an inset of a contrast colored sateen. Available as 

  duvet covers, shams, flat sheets, fitted sheets, and cases.   

SKYLER GREY 

VINTAGE VELVET APPLE GREEN 

BLAIR IVORY 

CHARLIE 



TIERRA  Printed linen in an atmospheric textured design with shimmers of gold. Available by 

  the yard, and made up as duvet covers, bed skirts, shams and decorative pillows 

SACHA  Stonewashed cotton thermal weave blankets.  Available in Throw, Twin, Full/Queen 

  and King sizes. Offered in Sand, Ivory, Truffle and Charcoal. 

LOUISA  Stonewashed coverlets in Twin, Full/Queen and King  sizes.  Matching shams 

  available in Standard, King, Euro and Dutch.  Offered in White, Ivory, Linen, Mist, 

  Navy and Grey.  

ARLESIENNE 400 TC sheeting featuring an application of waffle textured linen trim, this design 

  offers an amazingly simple yet sophisticated look. Available as duvet covers, shams, 

  flat sheets, fitted sheets, and cases. Available with Linen or Ivory trim. 

TIERRA 

SACHA CHARCOAL 

LOUISA IVORY 

ARLESIENNE 



TRAVIS  Printed sporting toile in stunning colors perfect for any sportsman’s room. Available 

  by the yard, and made up as duvet covers, bed skirts, shams and decorative        

  pillows. 

VELVET  Stunning silk and rayon vintage velvet in 18 colorway options. Available by the yard, 

  or made up as duvet covers, blankets, throws, bed skirts, shams and decorative 

  pillows.  

PALMER Stonewashed coverlet featuring an engineered design with a basket  

  weave center and wide decorative border.  Available as coverlets in Twin, Full/

  Queen  and King sizes. Matching shams available in Standard, King, Euro and 

  Dutch.  Available in Linen.  

RUSTICO 400 TC sheeting features an application of linen trimming. Available as  

  duvet covers, shams, flat sheets, fitted sheets, and cases.   

TRAVIS 

VINTAGE VELVET MOSS 

PALMER 

RUSTICO 


